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Particles and ForcesParticles and Forces
•• All matter is (apparently) made of  All matter is (apparently) made of  ““elementary particleselementary particles””

•• Particles exert Particles exert mutual forcesmutual forces
•• Example :Example : Coulomb forceCoulomb force
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Particles and Field TheoryParticles and Field Theory
•• A charged particle creates an A charged particle creates an electric fieldelectric field

•• Elegant dynamics:Elegant dynamics: Maxwell equations and wavesMaxwell equations and waves

Problem:Problem: selfself--interaction and selfinteraction and self--energyenergy
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Quantum  Mechanics Quantum  Mechanics 
and  Special  Relativityand  Special  Relativity

•• Particles are waves (and waves are particles)Particles are waves (and waves are particles)

•• Identical particles:Identical particles: bosonsbosons and and fermionsfermions

A theory of all types of (anti) particles !A theory of all types of (anti) particles !

Thus (m > 0):Thus (m > 0):

•• Special Relativity:Special Relativity: ΔΔE > mc E > mc 2 2 can destroy a particle can destroy a particle 
and transform it into othersand transform it into others
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Quantum Field TheoryQuantum Field Theory

•• Quantum Field Theory:Quantum Field Theory: quanta of wave fieldsquanta of wave fields
•• Example:Example: photons and the e.m. fieldphotons and the e.m. field

•• QuantizeQuantize (photon) oscillators:(photon) oscillators:
•• Bosons:Bosons: positivepositive zerozero--point energypoint energy

•• Fermions:Fermions: Pauli principle, Pauli principle, negativenegative zerozero--point energypoint energy

Supersymmetry (SUSY) :Supersymmetry (SUSY) : zero point energies zero point energies 
cancel for bosons and fermions of same masscancel for bosons and fermions of same mass
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Particle InteractionsParticle Interactions
•• Interactions:  Interactions:  ““(sub) nuclear chemistry(sub) nuclear chemistry””

•• e.m. (e.m. (Q.E.D.Q.E.D.), ), strength :strength :

•• (Almost) free particles, interact via : (Almost) free particles, interact via : 

•• QED vacuum:QED vacuum: ““quantum aetherquantum aether”” (zero(zero--point fluctuations) point fluctuations) 

““ScreeningScreening””:: ee++ -- ee-- plasma, plasma, αα increases slowly increases slowly 
with increasing (decreasing) energy (distance)with increasing (decreasing) energy (distance)
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Fundamental InteractionsFundamental Interactions
•• Particles and interactions:Particles and interactions: can also manifest can also manifest 
•• themselves indirectly themselves indirectly 
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Standard ModelStandard Model
a.a. ElectromagneticElectromagnetic (Q.E.D.)(Q.E.D.)

b.b. WeakWeak

c.c. StrongStrong (Q.C.D.) :(Q.C.D.) : quarksquarks

}} ElectroElectro--weak weak :: quarks and leptonsquarks and leptons

•• (matrix) vector potentials (matrix) vector potentials W, B, G  W, B, G  (Yang(Yang--Mills fields)Mills fields)

•• W, BW, B A (longA (long--range); range); WW++, W, W--, Z, Z (short(short--range)range)

•• Short range Short range :: Higgs, or BEH mechanism?Higgs, or BEH mechanism?

New degrees of freedom from the eNew degrees of freedom from the e--w scale (~ 100 GeV or w scale (~ 100 GeV or ““proton massesproton masses””))
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Q.C.D.Q.C.D.

•• Strong interactions dynamically generate a scale Strong interactions dynamically generate a scale 

AntiAnti--screening :screening : ““coloredcolored”” plasma  plasma  
hampers hampers ““FaradayFaraday”” lines, gauge     lines, gauge     
bosons bosons ““spreadspread”” the charge the charge 

•• ααs s : decreases slowly with increasing    : decreases slowly with increasing    
energy (energy (asymptotic freedomasymptotic freedom) ) 

““thickthick”” strings ! strings ! 
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Q.C.D.Q.C.D.
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Classical  GravityClassical  Gravity
•• Newton :Newton :

•• Newton vs Coulomb:Newton vs Coulomb:

•• Einstein:Einstein: dynamics vs spacedynamics vs space--time time geometrygeometry ggmnmn
•• Mass (energy) induces spaceMass (energy) induces space--time curvaturetime curvature
•• [ g[ gμνμν = = ηημνμν +  +  hhμνμν ]]
•• Violent fluctuations at high energies !Violent fluctuations at high energies !

[[ Vacuum energy:Vacuum energy: cosmological constant  ]cosmological constant  ]
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Strings, Gravity and ParticlesStrings, Gravity and Particles

••Elementary particles as string modes : ALL particle masses > 0  Elementary particles as string modes : ALL particle masses > 0  ??

•• Diluting energyDiluting energy new degrees of freedom at new degrees of freedom at ““string scalestring scale””

•• ZeroZero--point point massless modes & longmassless modes & long--range forcesrange forces
•• gravity !  ( + e.m. & YM)gravity !  ( + e.m. & YM)
•• [+ [+ ∞∞ massive Highermassive Higher--Spin fields ]Spin fields ]

NO !NO !
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SuperstringsSuperstrings

10D superstrings  (10D superstrings  (w. CHIRAL ASYMMETRYw. CHIRAL ASYMMETRY):):
i.i. Closed only:Closed only:

HO (SO(32)), HE (E8 x E8),HO (SO(32)), HE (E8 x E8), Type IIA, Type IIA, IIBIIB;;
ii.ii. Open and closed:Open and closed: Type IType I

•• 5 different types:5 different types: Open and Closed, Bose and FermiOpen and Closed, Bose and Fermi
•• SUSY:SUSY: NO VACUUM ENERGYNO VACUUM ENERGY

BUT: 10 spaceBUT: 10 space--time dimensions ! time dimensions ! 

CHIRAL ASYMMETRY CHIRAL ASYMMETRY AnomaliesAnomalies

(Standard Model: Quarks (Standard Model: Quarks LeptonsLeptons

HERE:HERE: GreenGreen--Schwarz mechanismSchwarz mechanism
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String DualitiesString Dualities
a.a. TT--dualityduality

b.b. ΩΩ:  :  worldworld--sheet paritysheet parity
c.c. S: S: (e.m.(e.m.--like) stronglike) strong--weak dualityweak duality

All (+11D) equivalentAll (+11D) equivalent
mysterious mysterious ““MM--theorytheory””

d.d. S1 & S1/Z2: S1 & S1/Z2: growth of  ONE EXTRA DIMENSION !growth of  ONE EXTRA DIMENSION !
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Forms, branes and String DualitiesForms, branes and String Dualities

•• How can different strings be equivalent?How can different strings be equivalent?
•• Solitons :Solitons : energy energy ““blobsblobs””

•• Size:Size: •• Compton:Compton:

For g small For g small ““classicalclassical””, for g large like , for g large like ““quantaquanta””

•• With a (p+1)With a (p+1)--form B in D dimensions: form B in D dimensions: 

•• ““ElectricElectric”” sources :sources : pp--branesbranes
••““MagneticMagnetic”” sources:sources: (D(D--44--p)p)--branes branes 

••E.m.:E.m.: electric 0electric 0--branes (particles)branes (particles)
magnetic (Dmagnetic (D--4) branes (monopoles only in D=4)! 4) branes (monopoles only in D=4)! 
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CompactificationCompactification
•• Standard Standard KaluzaKaluza--KleinKlein scenario : scenario : 

•• smallsmall ““symmetricsymmetric”” extra dimensions extra dimensions 

•• CalabiCalabi--YauYau : : small small ““non symmetricnon symmetric”” dimensionsdimensions
•• D=4 flat space, N=2 or N=1 SUSYD=4 flat space, N=2 or N=1 SUSY
•• 10D 10D 4D 4D chiralitychirality
•• internal internal ““shapeshape”” lowlow--energy D=4 Physicsenergy D=4 Physics
•• moduli (can be fixed with extra fluxes) moduli (can be fixed with extra fluxes) 
••String realization via orbifoldsString realization via orbifolds

•• SymmetrySymmetry--breakingbreaking--like, like, but NO minimum principlebut NO minimum principle
••NO WAY to select a priori the internal manifoldNO WAY to select a priori the internal manifold

WHY, then, a unique D=10,11 theory ? WHY, then, a unique D=10,11 theory ? 
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DD--Branes & OrientifoldsBranes & Orientifolds
•• LowLow--energy excitations:energy excitations: spinspin--1/2, spin1/2, spin--0 0 AND AND spinspin--11

Particle Physics on DParticle Physics on D--branes? branes? 

•• (Green(Green--Schwarz) Anomaly cancellations:Schwarz) Anomaly cancellations:
•• Branes Branes ““exchangeexchange”” anomaliesanomalies

•• New types of phase transitions:New types of phase transitions:
•• Branes can become Branes can become ““tensionlesstensionless””
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““LargeLarge”” Extra Dimensions?Extra Dimensions?
•• What string length ?What string length ?
•• What size (and shape) for extra dimensions ? What size (and shape) for extra dimensions ? 

•• Closed strings only:Closed strings only: 22 RG sN ≈≈l

•• Open and closed:Open and closed:
n

s
RsNG ⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛≈ ll 2

Newton force modified below 1mm ?? Newton force modified below 1mm ?? 
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AdS/CFT CorrespondenceAdS/CFT Correspondence

•• Field Theory loop:Field Theory loop: OPEN or CLOSED?OPEN or CLOSED?

QFT on AdS boundaryQFT on AdS boundary
(strong coupling)(strong coupling)

String Theory in AdS bulkString Theory in AdS bulk
(weak coupling)(weak coupling)

Effective Effective ““thickthick”” QCD string ! QCD string ! 
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What microscopic degrees of freedom?What microscopic degrees of freedom?

Black holesBlack holes

•• BH Thermodynamics:BH Thermodynamics: what, microscopically ?what, microscopically ?

•• For some (SUSY) BH two computations:For some (SUSY) BH two computations:

•• strongstrong--coupling:coupling: SupergravitySupergravity
•• entropy vs. macroscopic chargesentropy vs. macroscopic charges

•• weakweak--coupling:coupling: String TheoryString Theory
•• DD--brane excitationsbrane excitations
•• [count (BPS) states at weak coupling][count (BPS) states at weak coupling]
•• THEY persist at strong couplingTHEY persist at strong coupling
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OutlookOutlook
•• Remarkably rich (apparently UNIQUE) D=10,11 frameworkRemarkably rich (apparently UNIQUE) D=10,11 framework

•• Why a given Why a given ““shapeshape”” of extra dimensions ?of extra dimensions ?
•• Can realistic vacua be stable (without SUSY) ?Can realistic vacua be stable (without SUSY) ?

•• We DO NOT know the complete field equationsWe DO NOT know the complete field equations
•• They seem background dependent (vs Einstein gravity)They seem background dependent (vs Einstein gravity)
•• [NO control[NO control over over ∞∞ massive Highermassive Higher--Spin modes]Spin modes]

What is really String Theory ?What is really String Theory ?

All this has the flavor of the BohrAll this has the flavor of the Bohr--Sommerfeld rules for Q.M. !Sommerfeld rules for Q.M. !
(for its logical incompleteness) (for its logical incompleteness) 
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